
 

 
 
 

Towing sled type Transalp / MATERIALS 
 

Frame   : steel chassis MIG welded with no-rust pre-treatment and powder-coating 

Towing hitch  : 50 mm. ball-hitch coupling with additional safety-belt 

Loading  platform : antiskid aluminium-plate 

Platform dimensions : mm. 1236 x 2575  

Railing height    : mm. 150 (front, side and  rear) 

Suspensions  : link arms with progressive rubber springs 

Skis   : steel made skis (3/2) with no-rust pre-treatment and powder-coating, equipped with HD-PE plastic skins 
     and carbide wear-bars 

Weights (3/2-ski version) : dry weight 172 / 155 kgs. / payload 918 / 665 kgs. / gross weight vehicle rating 1090 / 820 kgs. 

 
Safety notes: Transalp MATERIALS is designed to carry up to 918 kgs. in the 3-ski  configuration and 665 kgs. in the 2-ski configuration. Partial loading 
of it must be shared between the front and the rear platform. Personnel transportation is forbidden. Transalp must be towed only by an Alpina 
snowmobile of the SHERPA or SUPERCLASS series equipped with the special ball hitch and safety strap. It is recommended to stud the snowmobile 
tracks to improve their grip on icy snow and also to install the emergency brake (EBS). The driver must have been trained in the specific use of the 
machine. Use by unexperienced people is absolutely prohibited. Operation is permitted only on groomed trails and not off-trail. The climbs and 
descents must be passed through the line of the maximum gradient and never transversally. The use of the Transalp on trails where the slope and the 
snow conditions could compromise the stability and grip of the vehicle and constitute a danger is forbidden. In this regard, it is recommended to not 
drive through the trails with gradients greater than 15% anyhow. Furthermore, circulation on roads open to public traffic or on ski slopes during the 
hours open to the public is prohibited (unless otherwise authorized). Max. speed permitted: 25 kph / 15 mph. Fasten safety belts before operating the 
snowmobile. It is recommended to provide insurance coverage for any damage that may be caused to driver and passengers, third parties and third 
party property (TPL). 
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